Panel Discussion

Tribute to José Martí

La vida moderna y el crítico de arte
Ivan A. Schulman

Ivan A. Schulman is Professor of Spanish and Comparative Literature, University of Illinois, Emeritus; Research Associate, University of South Florida; Professor of Hispanic Studies, Florida Atlantic University; Visiting Professor, Florida International University.

José Martí, el hombre universal
Andrés Sorel

Andrés Sorel was born in Segovia during the Spanish Civil War. He studied Philosophy and Education Sciences. He was exiled to Paris from 1971 until 1974, where he directed the weekly Información Española. He was the founder and president of the daily Liberación. Today he is the director of the magazine República de las Letras. He is Secretary General of Spain's Writers Association. He has collaborated in many Spanish newspapers and had given speeches in different countries.

Por la puerta natural: Martí en Dos Ríos
Oscar Montero

Oscar Montero is Professor of Latin American literature at Lehman College and The Graduate Center of the City University of New York. He is the author of The Name Game (Chapel Hill, 1988) on Cuban writer Severo Sarduy. He is currently working on a book on José Martí. He has also written several articles in different magazines and lectures frequently on José Martí.

¿Martí, Apostol de qué?
Mauricio Font

Mauricio Font is director of the Bildner Center for Western Hemisphere Studies and professor of sociology at The Graduate Center and Queens College. His research examines problems of development and reform in Brazil, Cuba and Latin America as well as international cooperation in the Western Hemisphere. Font's current research focuses in part on reform processes in Latin America, where institutional and social actors at all levels of government have advanced strategies to address social needs and economic disparities.

This panel discussion will be conducted in Spanish. Presented in collaboration with the Ph.D. Program in Hispanic and Luso-Brazilian Literatures at the CUNY Graduate Center and the Bildner Center for Western Hemisphere Studies.

Location
The Skylight Conference Room
The Graduate Center
365 Fifth Avenue

(Between 34th and 35th St.)

Thursday
May 22
6:00 p.m.

To reserve, send email to cubaproject@gc.cuny.edu or leave message at 212 817-2096